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Key Findings 
 
Although Pittsburgh continues to have trouble overall with declining population, its 
neighborhoods vary in their abilities to retain their residents and attract new ones.  
 
Social theorists argue that communities can maintain their populations and attract new residents 
with multiple opportunities and locations for citizen interactions, be they in public places, 
neighborhood establishments, places or worship, or friendly streets.   
 
Urbanist Jane Jacobs also argues that keeping people in neighborhoods is key to healthy cities, 
and offers four factors which she holds will be conducive to vibrant communities: short blocks, 
mixed uses, sufficiently high residential density, and mixed age and condition of buildings. 
 
Using data from the 2000 and 1990 Censuses, in conjunction with geographic information 
systems data, this report measures many of the physical and social dimensions addressed in these 
theories, along with other key socio-economic variables.  Findings include: 
 

• Pittsburgh neighborhoods vary widely in the ways and in the extent to which they have 
some of the key indicators suggested by social and urban theorists.  But not all these 
indicators seem to be significantly related to their abilities to retain and attract residents. 

 
• Extent of home ownership is a key predictor of a neighborhood�s ability to retain or 

attract residents.  Nearly as consistent, net of all other factors, is the extent to which a 
neighborhood has a mix of younger (20-29) and older (50 and up) residents. 
 

• Average family income and percent of college graduates may or may not influence a 
neighborhood�s ability to retain or attract population, depending on whether a 
neighborhood has more or fewer five year residents, long-term owners and new residents.  
These three categories seem to represent distinct target populations with not always 
similar preferences.  

 
• Net of all other factors, public places and �third place� local establishments almost 

always influence neighborhood retention and attraction, although in different ways for 
different target populations.  Places of worship seem to have no influence. 

 
• Net of all other factors, block size seems to be related to retention and attraction, 

although it varies both according to the means of measurement and the target population 
in question.  As we measure mixed functions and diversity of building age, we saw no 
influence. 

 
Such findings suggest that policy makers cannot expect one size fits all solutions to retaining and 
attracting population to the city�tradeoffs are to be expected.  Ultimately, choices of whether 
people will stay or come to the city may be made at the margins, in part on factors over which 
there is little control.  On the other hand, these findings suggest that policies that make 
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apparently small differences at these same margins may influence population dynamics in the 
future.   
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Key Recommendations 
 
Since Pittsburgh neighborhoods with higher percentages of homeowners have a strong advantage 
when it comes to keeping neighborhood residents, look closely at any factors that might 
discourage home ownership, as well as what might be done to encourage it more widely. 
 
Since neighborhoods with more new residents and with more homeowners do not behave the 
same way with respect to third and public places as neighborhoods with shorter terms stayers, 
policy makers need to recognize that there may well be tradeoffs with respect to making such 
gathering places more prevalent, although smaller scaled public places seem a safer bet. 
 
Since age mix is a plus for neighborhoods, and since long-term ownership is negatively 
correlated with family income, an excessively narrow focus on recruitment of young 
professionals may not be a successful growth strategy over the long haul.  Recruitment of the 
young should not be at the expense of those who are older. 
 
That street layout makes a difference with respect to retention and attraction may not itself 
present frequent opportunities for policy intervention, but it hints at the possibility that street life 
may be important to what makes for a neighborhood that is more or less successful at retention 
and attraction.  Further study of the use of streets in neighborhoods is called for. 
 
Our efforts to model retention and attraction in Pittsburgh neighborhoods suggests that not all 
neighborhoods behave in the same way with respect to the same factors.  Too much of the 
discussion about reversing Pittsburgh�s population decline is too deterministic, too much 
directed toward magic bullets.  Even our relatively simplified effort to model neighborhood 
behaviors in terms of one or two outcomes has left us with a strong sense of confirming Jane 
Jacob�s argument that cities are complex wholes, with a host of delicate connections among their 
various parts.  
 
While not every civic and Jacobsian factor we studied correlated with retention and attraction, 
there is enough of a tie in to suggest that policies that pay attention to social capital generation 
will bear fruit at the margins.  This recommendation is somewhat less modest than it may 
appear, given that most policies in this area are likely to operate at the margins. 
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Introduction 
 
Pittsburgh is known as a city of unique neighborhoods.  Analysis of 2000 Census data show that 
our neighborhoods have strikingly different socio-economic characteristics as well as wide 
variation in their streets layouts, public spaces, types of shops, varieties of buildings and types 
land-use.  
 
But do these unique characteristics of neighborhoods help hold current residents, and attract new 
neighborhood citizens? As far back as the early 1960s, urbanist Jane Jacobs advocated specific 
physical aspects of urban neighborhoods that encourage social interaction and long-term 
residency: short, walkable blocks, mixes of old and new buildings, and varieties of economic 
activities. Similarly, contemporary researchers argue that parks, churches, coffee shops and bars, 
all provide community conditions that foster strong civic ties and residential longevity.  While 
these lines of thought are deeply linked, each has developed in its own way to try to understand 
the factors that strengthen and weaken urban life.  We begin with a look at the more recent ideas 
on this topic. 
 
 
Social Capital and Civic Engagement 
 
Examining urban poverty, unemployment, control of crime, education, and other issues, social 
scientists  �have discovered that successful outcomes are more likely in civically engaged 
communities� (Putnam 1995, P. 66). This fast-growing body of literature continues an 
intellectual tradition whose foundations were laid by the works of Alexis de Tocqueville in his 
books on Democracy in America.   He and subsequent researchers have highlighted the role of 
community institutions in facilitating mutual trust and cooperation between local residents as 
conditions necessary for social and economic stability. The role of public spaces and civically-
engaging institutions has likewise been noted in the accumulation of the neighborhood-based 
�social capital� that communities can draw on to solve their problems and reach their goals. 
 
For example, participating in religious activities increases one�s chances to volunteer in the 
community for both religious and secular causes (Greeley 1997).  Several studies have linked 
religious commitment to residential stability(Finke 1989; Stump 1984; Welch and Baltzell 1984; 
Wuthnow and Christiano 1979). These findings suggest that a presence of a stable core of long-
term residents increases rates of participation in religious activities.  However, the reverse 
explanation is also conceivable: attending neighborhood churches and other houses of worship 
strengthens the ties between people and their communities and thus increases the number of non-
movers. 
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Small businesses including retail places have been conceptualized as another component of the 
social �glue� that links neighbors together and to their community (Mills & Ulmer 1946). In his 
elegy to the �great good place� Oldenburg (1997) asserts that small, locally owned retail 
establishments may create linkages in a community that increases civic engagement. These 
informal meeting places -- pubs, drugstores, coffee shops and restaurants, beauty parlors, barber 
shops and grocery stores -- maintain institutional basis for informal public life between the 
workplace and the home and facilitate inter-generational connections, social support and 
neighborhood unity (1997).  In this regard, small retail establishments, or �third places,� are 
similar to churches and local associations: they create opportunities for civic engagement to 
happen. Even more so, �third places� were forerunners to �other forms of community affiliation 
and association that eventually (came to) coexist with them� (Oldenburg 1997, P. 72).  Thus the 
presence of these hangouts enhances local participation in other civically oriented organizations, 
such as churches and voluntary associations.  
 
Generally, participation in different types of civically-engaging institutions tends to be 
interrelated: those who participate less in community organizations are also less likely to attend 
church (Zimmer and Hawley 1959, P. 354); those who are active in church are also more likely 
to volunteer their time for non-religious activities (Greeley 1997). Clearly, local associations, 
churches and �third places� promote civic engagement and thus play a crucial role in the 
accumulation of social capital of communities.  
 
An interdependence between residential stability and civic engagement has long been recognized 
by social scholars (Putnam 1993, 1995, 1996, Galston 1996). Numerous studies have 
demonstrated that stable communities - those capable of retaining most of their population over 
time - enjoy greater involvement with community institutions (Kasarda and Janowitz 1974, 
Sampson 1988, Sampson and Groves 1989). For instance Kornhauser argues that �population 
turnover can weaken community institutions which limits opportunities for organizational 
involvement� (cited in Donnelly and Majka 1996, P. 271). However, the reverse relationship - 
the role of local civic institutions in retaining neighborhood populations - has not been studied 
empirically. Our hypothesis states that where more of these civically-engaging institutions are 
available for the local residents, neighborhoods will grow richer in social capital that in turn 
helps them retain a higher proportion of their population over time. 
 
These factors are largely overlooked as important policy foci. As Theodori recently noted, �Little 
justification has been found for programs directed at strengthening community satisfaction 
and/or attachment; a possible reason is that little is known about their potential effects on the 
individual - and community-level issues� (Theodori 2001). Our research identifies these effects 
on one aspect of community attachment � staying in one�s community.   By quantifying the 
social and cultural factors anchoring citizens to their communities, this study  provides critical 
information that extends policy beyond simple economic concerns currently highlighted in many 
policy approaches.  
 
Jobs and opportunities are clearly important to communities, and disruptions in local economies 
undermine the ability of residents to remain. Yet, despite economic downturns many 
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communities have resilient citizens, dedicated to remaining in their communities.  What these 
communities have in common are numbers of small firms with local ownership, regional trade 
associations, and local entrepreneurs are firmly integrated with local government, local churches 
and social associations as potentially important, though often neglected, structures for 
community development (Irwin, Tolbert and Lyson, 1997; Tolbert, Lyson and Irwin, 1998; 
Irwin, Tolbert and Lyson, 1999; Tolbert, Irwin, Lyson and Nucci  2001).   
 
As Irwin et al (work in progress) point out: 
  

Cortland County, New York illustrates how a locality can weather economic restructuring 
by revitalizing its small business sector and holding to a core of long-term residents. In 
the 1960's Cortland�s economy was dominated by several large manufacturing 
establishments, including Smith Corona Typewriter and Brockway Trucks.  By the 1990's 
Smith Corona, Brockway and most other large manufacturing plants were gone, victims 
of cheap labor elsewhere and the inability to adapt to technological change.  For a period 
of time, Cortland�s economic picture appeared bleak as unemployment increased and 
some workers migrated to more prosperous urban places.  Since the mid 1990's, however, 
Cortland has reinvented itself around small manufacturing.  There are currently 933 
establishments in the county, up from 858 in 1984.  And manufacturing still accounts for 
almost 40% of total employment.  Population has begun to stabilize and projections are 
for modest growth in the coming years.  Cortland County�s vibrant small business 
community catalyzed an economic development agenda that eventually provided jobs, 
while the Cortland�s strong civic culture provided a social foundation that encouraged 
those workers displaced when the large manufacturing firms closed to remain in their 
community, and stem out-migration (See http://www.cortlandbusiness.com) 

 
Similarly Pennsylvania�s Schuylkill County is an example of the influence social and cultural 
factors have on a community�s economy. As Irwin Tolbert and Lyson (1997) report: 
 

The intertwining of civic engagement, locally based institutions and a rooted population 
was central in Schuylkill County�s effort to renew itself after the decline of the coal 
industry in the 1950s.  According to David A. Donlin, executive director of the Schuylkill 
Chamber of Commerce, �Unemployment is 6.8 percent today, not great but a significant 
improvement from where we were or where we might be if a wide variety of civic groups 
had not taken action� (quoted from Rosen inteview,1997). This nexus of small business, 
civic life and an embedded population continues to enhance economic performance, 
attracting such large corporations as Allied Signal. Greg Bushmann, human resource 
manager for this company points to the strong work ethic and family values as a   
competitive condition for business in this county. �People here often speak of family 
obligations to see a Little League game or attend a church event. That dedication to 
family, as well as work, is very strong here � (quoted from Rosen interview, 1997).  

 
These two communities are like many others whose civic foundations perpetuate community 
oriented institutions, are to amenable community problem solving efforts, and create cultural 
attachment to locality.  And when people stay, communities continue.  Can these civic 
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foundations work at the neighborhood level as well? At least one prominent planner has asserted 
that civic factors are critical for neighborhood vitality. 
 
 
Jane Jacobs on Urban Diversity 
 
A number of the issues being explored by scholars today were being defined by urbanist Jane 
Jacobs in her classic 1961 book The Death and Life of Great American Cities.  A stinging assault 
on the city planning orthodoxies that were leveling �problem� city neighborhoods in order to 
replace them with �more rational� super blocks and residential towers, Jacobs� book introduced 
many to the complex ecology of city neighborhoods.  
 
Residential stability is important to Jacobs because of her definition of a successful 
neighborhood, which at first glance may seem self-evident or tautological. �A successful city 
neighborhood is a place that keeps sufficiently abreast of its problems so it is not destroyed by 
them.  An unsuccessful neighborhood is a place that is overwhelmed by its defects and problems 
and is progressively more helpless before them� (112).  The link with social capital theories 
could hardly be clearer.   
 
The key to understanding this definition is to notice that it acknowledges how cities are dynamic, 
constantly facing all the challenges of preservation and change.  These challenges are as diverse 
as day-to-day problems of maintaining safe streets and sidewalks, but extend also to bringing in 
or preventing new development, or fighting city hall.  While there does not have to be one 
�vision� of what a neighborhood or district is and should be�indeed, Jacobs makes clear that 
cities are formed by a wide diversity of such visions�formal and informal mechanisms and 
institutions must be in place to find adjustments and accommodation to changes, or to efforts to 
prevent change.  Jacobs tells numerous stories about how healthy streets and neighborhoods 
function, ranging from various kinds of neighborly behavior to shopkeepers who surround a man 
trying to grab a recalcitrant girl (she turned out to be his angry daughter) to petition drives, to 
organizing testimony at city hearings.   
 
Dynamic neighborhoods, however, require some underlying residential stability.  At the street 
level, stability can be a matter of safety.  Jacobs describes the necessity of having those with a 
stake in the neighborhood�residents or third place business owners, for example�acting as �eyes 
on the street� as a way of maintaining order. Yet she notes that even in places where there are 
lots of such eyes, sidewalks will be less safe than they should be if �the population . . . is 
constantly and rapidly turning over in residence� (78).  Indeed, so important is some measure of 
stability to Jacobs that, looking at the slums of her time, she argues that they were slums because 
people moved out of them as soon as possible. �Unslumming� required finding ways of making 
it attractive for people to settle in and develop the neighborhood�a process that she saw as 
having been at work in producing some of the healthy neighborhood she highlighted, such as 
Greenwich Village and Boston�s North End.  
 
Beyond such day-to-day functions, stability is important because well functioning districts 
develop social capital through an ongoing process of civic engagement.  Districts, she notes, 
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consist of working relationships among specific people, many of them without 
much else in common than that they share a fragment of geography. The first 
relationships to form in city areas, given any neighborhood stability, are those in 
street neighborhoods and those among people who do have something else in 
common and belong to organizations with one another--churches, P-TA�s, 
businessmen's associations, political clubs, local civic leagues, fund-raising 
committees for health campaigns or other public causes, sons of such-and-such a 
village (common clubs among Puerto Ricans today as they have been Italians), 
property owners� associations, protesters against injustice, and so on, ad 
infinitum. . . . 
 
The crucial stage in the formation of an effective district goes much beyond this, 
however. An interweaving, but different, set of relationships must grow up; these 
are working relationships among people, usually leaders, who enlarge their local 
public life beyond the neighborhoods of streets and specific organizations or 
institutions and form relationships with people whose roots and backgrounds are 
in entirely different constituencies, so to speak. (134-35) 
 

All development of these networks, relationships and resources require that the neighborhood or 
district have within it people who know about it, who know each other, or who know people who 
know others.  That development, and the trust that it builds, can only happen over time (56). 
 
But if this were all of her argument, we would clearly have a chicken and egg problem.  
Neighborhood stability would conduce to the successes that in turn would conduce to 
neighborhood stability.  While this dynamic does seem to play its own part in Jacobs� thinking, 
there are extrinsic factors that she is more interested in, and that revolve around what she calls 
�generators of diversity.� 
 
Diversity as Jacobs presents it is what great cities are all about�huge collections of people living 
in a great variety of ways and pursuing a great variety of ends.  But although diversity is natural 
to great cities, it cannot be taken for granted.  It is certainly not a necessary element of all parts 
of a city; it can be present more or less in neighborhoods or districts.  Those with more are better 
off, because of the fundamental problem created by city size and diversity itself�unlike small 
towns, cities are collections of strangers.  To put the same point in a different way, living in a 
city makes possible a strong separation between one�s public life and private life.  As a result, 
the safety of public areas cannot be taken for granted; cities need to find ways of having people 
interact in them in such a way as to take responsibility for their safety without sacrificing the 
privacy that city life also makes possible.   
 
There needs to be an informal public life that produces something like what the great landscape 
architect Frederick Law Olmsted called �civic friendship.� The line between public and private 
 

can be maintained, without awkwardness to anyone, because of the great plenty of 
opportunities for public contact in the enterprises along the sidewalks, or on the 
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sidewalks themselves as people move to and fro or deliberately loiter when they 
feel like it, and also because of the presence of many public hosts, so to speak, 
proprietors of meeting places like Bernie�s where one or dash in and out, no 
strings attached. 
 
Under this system, it is possible in a city street neighborhood to know all kinds of 
people without unwelcome entanglements, without boredom, necessity for 
excuses, explanations, fears of giving offense, embarrassments respecting 
impositions or commitments and all such paraphernalia of obligations which can 
accompany less limited relationships.  It is possible to be on excellent sidewalk 
terms with people who are very different from oneself, and even, as time passes, 
on familiar public terms with them.  Such relationships can, and do, endure for 
many years . . .  (62) 
 

Jacobs saw the key to solving the problem of interaction with strangers in lively streets and 
sidewalks, where at different times of the day different people would use the public space for 
different purposes: mothers and babies shopping in the morning, workers at lunch time, kids 
playing in the afternoons, those seeking entertainment in the evening.  This complex �dance,� as 
she called it, produces many eyes on the street in and of itself.  But in addition, because the 
neighborhood has within it different kinds of users and residents who have a stake in its well 
being--particularly small shopkeepers and businesspeople at various times of day and night will 
be inclined to keep an eye on things.   

 
As Jacobs saw it, a neighborhood can generate this kind of diversity by the presence of and 
interactions among four different factors: These are: 1) serving more than one �primary 
function,� (150) such that the neighborhood is used for different purposes; 2) short blocks, so 
that �opportunities to turn corners� (150) are frequent; 3) buildings that vary in age and 
condition, with a good proportion of older buildings and 4) dense concentration of people, 
including those residing in the district.  If Jacobs is correct, then all other things being equal 
districts that exhibit these four characteristics to a greater extent will tend to have more 
residential stability than those that have them to a lessor extent.  
 
Much of Death and Life of Great American Cities is devoted to explicating the way these 
generators work and how they interact with each other.  In this context, a brief summary that 
does not do justice to all of Jacobs� nuances will have to suffice.  It is also useful to remember 
that Jacob�s was writing at a time when the acme of city planning wisdom as it showed itself in 
multiple �urban renewal� efforts was the leveling of old districts, the destruction of old street 
patterns and the creation of �super blocks� and �pedestrian malls� and the careful zoning 
segregation of city functions.  If some of her ideas sound to some like truisms today, that is at 
least in part because of her successful advocacy.   
 
Having more than one primary function means that Jacobs rejects zoning schemes that segregate 
city neighborhoods by function.  Ideally, there will be a mix of residences and businesses on the 
same streets, in order to create a situation where those streets are being used for a variety of 
purposes, day and night.   Because some variety in types of businesses is useful, having buildings 
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of mixed age and condition is advantageous.  It gives an opportunity for a neighborhood to act as 
an enterprise incubator�a crucial function of great cities generally, as Jacobs sees it.  Buildings 
all of one age and condition�particularly having largely new construction�bias the neighborhood 
toward a limited set of high-end or established uses.    
 
Businesses in a district need not be only for district residents; the whole point of many of them 
will be to draw outsiders in.  But residential density�considered both as population density and 
density of residences-- is important because at least some of those businesses, e.g., smaller retail 
establishments, bars or restaurants, will have to have a significant degree of local support in 
order to avoid the spasmodic use that such establishments have to rely on when the 
neighborhood is just used on a nine-to-five basis. Finally, the opportunity to turn corners makes 
for friendlier street life.  Foot traffic in particular is spread throughout the neighborhood by the 
fact that there are multiple routes to the same point.  Multiple routes increase the opportunity for 
commercial activity and the likelihood of �cross use,� i.e., people using the same street for 
different purposes. 
 
To sum up: most studies of migration and residential mobility focus on economic, demographic, 
behavioral and other factors explaining the propensity of people to move. Yet, in any given 
period of time most people do not change their residence.  Community populations are primarily 
maintained by the numbers of people that stay in an area. We have suggested how civic 
institutions and Jacobsian generators of diversity engage individuals in their neighborhood�s 
civic life and are vital in creating livable communities that retain their population. Civic 
engagement occurs through both formal and informal institutions.  Here we focus on the latter, 
institutions that provide interactional spaces for local populations, such as libraries, parks, 
churches, bars and coffee shops. We investigate whether neighborhoods with relatively higher 
densities of these civically engaging institutions will retain a higher proportion of  their 
constituent population over time, and attract larger numbers of new residents.   We examine the 
same question with respect to Jacob�s four generators of diversity. 
 
 
Variables Studied 
 
Table 1 shows the rank order for each Pittsburgh neighborhood for each of our dependent 
variables. We also provide corresponding maps of the distribution of these variables across 
Pittsburgh neighborhoods. Note that several of the 91 recognized Pittsburgh neighborhoods were 
combined to adjust for changes in Census geography (changes in Tract boundaries) and coverage 
(where Census long form samples were not of sufficient size). We combined adjacent 
neighborhoods where we encountered these problems. Specifically we combined the Bluff and 
South Oakland, Glen Hazel and Hazelwood, Mount Washington and South Shore, Manchester 
and Chateau, to form 87 distinct neighborhoods. It is worth noting here that these neighborhoods 
are somewhat larger than Jacob�s notion of a neighborhood, and closer to what she termed a city 
district. These 87 units are, however, well recognized by Pittsburghers as comprising distinct 
areas of the city. 
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Our first variable of interest, �Percent Nonmovers 1995-2000,� is measured as the percentage of 
the 1995 population who did not move during this five-year period. Nonmovers are defined as 
those remained in the same house during this period. The total number of nonmovers is from the 
2000 Census Sample Long Form information (SF3).  We estimated the 1995 neighborhood 
population by linear interpolation from the population in 1990 and 2000 (1990 and 2000 
Censuses of Population). This variable shows five-year population retention for each of our 87 
neighborhoods.  Note that this indicator measures all people (over five years old) and thus is a 
general indicator of the total population retained. 
 
Which neighborhoods best retained their 1995 population? (See Table 1, Column 1 in Appendix 
A and Map 1 in Appendix B.) The neighborhoods with the highest percentage of non-movers 
were New Homestead, Overbrook, Bon Air, Swisshelm Park, and Lincoln-Lemington-Belmar. 
Conversely Fairywood, Allegheny Center, Arlington Heights, Central Oakland and the North 
Shore were the lowest on this ranking. Most of the neighborhoods dominated by local university 
students (like Central Oakland) had very low retention rates. Overall this measure shows which 
neighborhoods better embedded their citizenry in the late 1990s.  
 
Do neighborhoods change in their ability to retain population? To answer this question we 
calculated the percentage of each neighborhood�s population that had been in the same house 
between 1985 and 1990. We then calculated the change in the proportion of nonmovers between 
1990 and 2000.  Neighborhoods that increased this proportion improved their ability to hold on 
to residents. (See Table 1, Column 2 and Map 2.) Rankings of change in nonmovers indicates 
that the Central Business District, North Oakland, South Oakland/Bluff, West Oakland, and 
Squirrel Hill North were the top five areas of increase. Each increased its ability to retain 
population between 1990 and 2000. The corresponding bottom five were St. Clair, Terrace 
Village, Fairywood, Arlington Heights and the North Shore.  In some of these neighborhoods, 
large scale changes were obviously taking place. Overall, it appears that Pittsburgh 
neighborhoods held onto their broad population groups differently, and that this ability to retain 
population shifted over the last decade.  
 
This result raises the question of whether some neighborhoods did a better job retaining residents 
beyond a five-year period. To answer this question we turned to Census 2000 information on the 
year the householder (person who filled out the questionnaire) moved in to their 2000 residence. 
We focused on householders who had been in their 2000 residence prior to 1990--long-term 
residents who remained in their neighborhoods throughout the 1990s.  In order to standardize the 
number of long-term residents for each neighborhood we calculated the number of housing units  
that could have been occupied throughout the 1990s and then used this number as a base. Thus 
measure indicates the proportion of persons who lived in the same house for 10 years or more, 
relative to the housing available in 1990.   
 
While this information is available for both renters and owners, we focused our analysis on long-
term owners, since relatively few long-term renters are found in each neighborhood. We found 
that the pattern of long-term owner retention among neighborhoods is somewhat different from 
the five-year retention of the general population. (See Table 1, Column 3 and Map 3.) Based on 
the proportion (not absolute number) of long-term owners the top ranked long-term owner 
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neighborhoods are Terrace Village, Chartiers City, New Homestead, Central Oakland and 
Arlington. Notably Central Oakland, low on general population retention, has a very high 
percentage of it owned homes occupied for ten years or more.  
 
Conversely, Arlington Heights, Friendship, Northview Heights, the Strip District and Central 
Business District rank at the bottom of residential buildings with long-term owners. This is 
hardly unexpected for two commercial neighborhoods (Strip District and Central Business 
District). However, many residential neighborhoods do not hold on to large proportions of their 
owner populations, with such areas as Swisshelm Park, East Carnegie, Regent Square and 
Shadyside falling into the bottom ranks among Pittsburgh neighborhoods. 
 
Attaching Pittsburghers to their neighborhoods certainly can add to residential stability. But that 
is not the only thing that magnifies neighborhood vitality, and indeed we acknowledge that there 
are reasons people might stay in a neighborhood that indicate its health, and there are reasons 
why people may be trapped in neighborhoods they would rather leave. An ongoing flow of new 
residents � all potential recruits for long-term residency -- may also add to long run 
neighborhood vitality.  But to what degree can neighborhoods do both?  
 
The last column of Table 1 and Map 4 shows neighborhood rankings of the percent of the 
neighborhood population (over five years of age) in 2000 that moved in to the neighborhood 
between 1995 and 2000. This factor is not a simple inverse of the first column � the percentage 
of the 1995 population remaining five years.  Where neighborhoods are adding new residents 
(between 1995 and 2000) to an existing base of 1995 residents, both percentages could increase. 
This result would indicate neighborhoods both adding new residents and retaining existing 
residents.  
 
Most of the neighborhoods at the extremes that ranked highest in new residents (North Shore, 
Central Oakland, Friendship, Allegheny Center, North Oakland) were also at the bottom of the 
ranking for five year resident retention. Similarly, those at the bottom of the new resident 
rankings (Ridgemont, Swisshelm Park, Bon Air, New Homestead, Overbrook) were near the top 
of rankings for five year resident retention. Other neighborhoods, (for instance Regent Square) 
rank highly in the top half of both rankings. 
 
These four dimensions of neighborhood stability (five-year retention of residents, changes in 
neighborhood retention in the 1990s, long-term retention of owners and attraction of new 
residents) will comprise the outcomes for this study. What factors influence these outcomes?  
 
Our interest here is on civic characteristics and on Jacobs' indicators of urban diversity. As we 
discussed earlier, there are a number of social and demographic variables well known to 
influence neighborhood attachment. Neighborhood rankings for these socio-economic 
characteristics are shown in Table 2 and Maps 5-8. We measure each in 1990 (using 1990 
Decennial Census data) in order to capture the conditions confronting residents (and influence 
their propensity to stay or leave) through the subsequent time period.  
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Table 2, Column 1 and Map 5 show which neighborhoods had the highest percentage of the 
population owning homes. Bon Air, Swisshelm Park, Stanton Heights, Summer Hill and 
Lincoln-Lemington-Belmar had the highest levels of ownership. St. Clair, Allegheny Center, 
Northview Heights, Terrace Village and Arlington Heights had the lowest levels.  
 
Pittsburgh neighborhoods were also varied in the proportions of people with college degrees, as 
seen in Table 2, Column 2 and Map 6. We expressed this variable as a percentage of the 
population 25 and older who completed four years of college (1990 Census). Neighborhoods 
populations with the highest percentage with a college education include Squirrel Hill North, 
Shadyside, Point Breeze, Regent Square and North Oakland. The lowest ranked neighborhoods 
are West End, Esplen, Spring Garden, Mt. Oliver and Arlington Heights. 
 
Table 2, Column 3 and Map 7 show the distribution of average family income across Pittsburgh 
neighborhoods. The highest average incomes are found in the Central Business District, Squirrel 
Hill North, Point Breeze, Shadyside and the North Shore. The lowest average income is found in 
Fairywood, Arlington Heights, Terrace Village, Northview Heights and Bedford Dwellings.  
 
As seen in Table 2, Column 4 and Map 8, the highest percent among neighborhoods in the 
hypermobile ages of 20 to 20, in 1990, were found in the college areas of Central Oakland, North 
Oakland, South Oakland/Bluff and Shadyside but also in Friendship. Map 8 also shows that 
Pittsburgh neighborhoods vary widely in age distribution, with the lowest percentage found in 
Middle Hill, Crawford-Roberts, Swisshelm Park, Stanton Heights and the North Shore. 
 
Together these variables are best thought of as well known and major factors determining 
migration and stability. We have developed a number of civic and Jacobsian indicators as well, 
shown in Table 3. 
 
The first of these, �Public Places Per 100 People,� is derived from City of Pittsburgh planning 
data. (See Table 3, Column 1 and Map 10.)  These places include parks and playgrounds, 
libraries, recreation centers, employment centers, senior centers, City pools and public schools. 
We express the relative access to these public gathering places per 100 people present at the mid-
point of the 1990s (our estimate of 1990 population). Map 10 shows the distribution of public  
places. As seen in Table 3, Column 2, Strip District (with approximately two per 100 people), 
West End, North Shore, Allegheny Center, and Crawford-Roberts have more public places 
relative to local population size than any other neighborhoods. Stanton Heights (with none), 
Friendship, Summer Hill, Mt. Oliver Boro and Ridgemont have the least. 
 
Third places are private sector counterparts to these public places, hangouts such as bars, 
bowling alleys and hardware stores. We categorized any type of retail or service establishment 
where the goods (e.g., ice cream parlor) or service (barbershop) were consumed on premises as a 
third place. We also included establishments where the good may not be consumed on premises, 
but where customers may remain on premise for long periods of time (book shops, hardware 
stores) as a hangout or third place. Our data for these hangouts were derived from two sources.  
First we used electronic yellow pages directories from 1997 for Pittsburgh to geocode (matching 
addresses to longitude/latitude points) each type of local hangouts. This provided a spatial 
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distribution for third places. However, comparison of yellow page data to other sources made it 
very clear that this data source did not provide complete listings of these establishments. For a 
complete listing we used the Bureau of the Census� Zipcode Business Patterns for 1997. This 
provides a more complete listing of these businesses by Pittsburgh Zip codes. Since Zip codes 
areas do not necessarily overlap neighborhood boundaries, we combined information from the 
two data sets to estimate the neighborhood location of these hangouts. The resultant estimates are 
expressed per 100 persons.  

 
Map 11 shows the spatial distribution of third places per 100 people, estimated for 1997. As 
shown in Table 3, Column 3, the neighborhoods with more hangouts per 100 people are the Strip 
District (with over 17 per 100 people), the Central Business District, Ridgemont, West End and 
the North Shore. The neighborhoods with the fewest hangouts per 100 locals are St. Clair (with 
none), Arlington Heights, Terrace Village, Northview Heights, and Summer Hill.  
 
We also geocoded places of worship and other religious organizations to neighborhoods, using 
Pittsburgh yellow pages. Expressed per 100 people (in 1995) Map 12 shows these community 
institutions range from none to under 1 per 100 persons. As seen in Table 3, Column 4, highest 
rates are found in the Middle Hill, Strip District, Chartiers City, Homewood South, and 
Allegheny Center. Lowest are found in Swisshelm Park, New Homestead, St. Clair, Arlington 
Heights and Summer Hill.  
 
Table 4 and Maps 13 through 17 show the rankings and distributions for our measures of 
Jacobsian urban diversity.  �Percent Old Housing� (Table 4 Column 1 and Map 13) is a 
straightforward measure of the proportion of residential housing built before 1939. We use the 
2000 Census for this measure rather than 1990 measure to better capture new housing stock built 
during the 1990s. Most areas of Pittsburgh have higher proportions of older housing stock. 
Esplen, with 82% has the highest, followed by Southside Slopes, Upper Lawrenceville, 
Knoxville and Southside Flats. St. Clair,  Northview Heights, Banksville and the North Shore all 
have low percentages of pre-1939 housing stock. The lowest is Allegheny Center, with only 1% 
pre-1939 housing. 
 
Central to Jacob�s theory, our �Index of Walkable Blocks� (Map 14 and Table 4, Column 1) 
shows that most Pittsburgh neighborhoods have short, walkable block areas.  Using several 
downtown Pittsburgh blocks to estimate Pittsburgh's typically small, most walkable blocks, we 
calculated 180 feet per block face (or a perimeter of 720 feet) to be typical of a small Pittsburgh 
block. It is worth noting here that Jacobs felt that face blocks of 200 to 250 (800 to 1000 feet 
perimeters) were perfectly walkable and desirable short blocks.  In other words, we have chosen 
a very conservative measure of wakablity. 
 
We then used geographic processing software to convert Pittsburgh�s street systems to blocks, 
calculated the perimeter of each, and averaged them for the 87 neighborhoods. Then, using 
Pittsburgh�s somewhat smaller standard, we calculated the ratio of average block perimeter to the 
ideal walkable block. Map 14 shows the spatial distribution of this index. Neighborhood 
averages range from 1.31 (slightly over a walkable block average) to 14.04 (fourteen times the 
perimeter of a walkable block).  
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Notably, most Pittsburgh neighborhoods have very walkable blocks. More than half have 
averages no larger than 4 times a (small) walkable block. Few have averages more than 8 times 
that ideal. Central Northside has the most walkable block layout of any Pittsburgh neighborhood, 
followed by Allentown, East Allegheny, Homewood South and the Central Business District. 
Least walkable blocks are found in Oakwood, Ridgemont, Arlington Heights, Fairywood, and 
lastly, New Homestead (as seen in Table 3). 
 
Walkable blocks are one physical characteristic of neighborhoods that may enhance 
neighborhood vitality. A second characteristic suggested by Jacobs is the number of street 
corners. These provide both physical diversity and a potential point of interaction for neighbors. 
We used geographic information systems techniques to convert street intersections from 
Pittsburgh City Planning maps into points as a close approximation for the number of 
neighborhood street corners.   

 
We calculated measures that capture both the physical density of street corners, and the 
likelihood of neighbors meeting at street corners (�Street Corner Density, By Population� 
measures intersections per 100 people.) Maps 15 and 16 show the spatial distribution of these 
two measures. Central Northside, Middle Hill, Knoxville, Beltzhoover and East Allegheny have 
the highest physical density of street corners, while the Strip District, North Shore, Esplen, New 
Homestead and the West End have the highest number of street corners relative to neighborhood 
populations. Neighborhoods with the lowest physical density of street corners are St. Clair, 
Northview Heights, Fairywood, Arlington Heights, and Hays. Those with the lowest levels of 
street corners per 100 neighborhood residents are Terrace Village, Bedford Dwellings, North 
Oakland, Northview Heights and Arlington Heights.  
 
Different neighborhoods have different social and economic uses. Jacobs suggests that 
neighborhood vitality is enhanced by mixing land use. To capture this we calculated a measure 
of land use diversity from Pittsburgh City Planning zoning records. We focused on land zoned 
for three activities: Residential, Commercial, and Industrial. Having first calculated the 
percentage of neighborhood land devoted to each activity, we then calculated an index of land 
use diversity that is at its maximum (1.0) when a neighborhood is evenly zoned for all three 
activities (1/3 devoted to each activity) and is 0.0 when a neighborhood is zoned for only one 
activity.  
 
Map 17 shows the distribution of land use diversity across Pittsburgh neighborhoods, ranging 
from 0 (single land use neighborhoods) to 0.86 (close to maximum diversity). South 
Oakland/Bluff, Southside Flats, Manchester/Chateau, Central Lawrenceville and  
Upper Lawrenceville have the highest diversity � land use devoted relatively evenly among 
residential, commercial and industrial activities.  Regent Square, Squirrel Hill North, Terrace 
Village, New Homestead, and Ridgemont, primarily residential neighborhoods, have the lowest 
diversity. 
 
Clearly Pittsburgh neighborhoods have varying stocks of what we may describe as social capital.  
Some neighborhoods have more civic elements, others more Jacobsian urban diversity. How 
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does this portfolio of neighborhood social capital accumulate across neighborhoods? A simple 
accumulation of the rank order of these civic and diversity elements provides such a description, 
as seen in Table 5, Column 2. West End, Southside Flats, Troy Hill, Allegheny West, and 
Central Northside  emerge with the highest cumulative ranking. Those neighborhoods that rank 
lowest in this cumulative index of social capital are Stanton Heights, Arlington Heights, Terrace 
Village, Northview Heights and St. Clair.  
 
But does the accumulation of churches, public places, hangouts, age mix; of street corner 
density, walkable blocks, and older buildings have discernable influences on neighborhood 
residential stability? Table 5, Column 1 suggests it may be the case. Many of the neighborhoods 
that are ranked highly on our index of civic and Jacobsian factors also score in the upper ranks 
on our index of neighborhood demographic stability (for instance West End and Troy Hill) while 
such areas as Arlington Heights and St. Clair score quite low on both indexes. However, a simple 
index comparison does not do justice to the complexities of this relationship. Our next section 
presents multiple regression models that more fully explore the relationships between these 
elements of social capital and neighborhood embeddedness.  
 

 
Results 

 
Table 6 shows the influence of our selected indicators of Urban Diversity and Civic Engagement. 
We included variables know to have an impact on migration and nonmigration (income, age, 
education, home-ownership) to serve as control variables. In all, we evaluated the influence of 12 
neighborhood characteristics upon four indicators of neighborhood retention or attraction. When 
a characteristic did not add to our statistical model we eliminated it from the analysis. Table 6 
indicates the direction of influence for these remaining, statistically significant variables (see 
Appendix Tables 1 through 4 for detailed results from these models).  
 
The first column shows how neighborhood characteristics influence the proportion of 
neighborhood residents staying over a five-year span (Percent of 1995 Population Remaining in 
2000).  Neighborhoods with greater proportions of their population staying over this period also 
had higher percentages of home ownership and lower proportions of young adult residents (20 to 
29 year olds), findings quite consistent with the demographic literature. Also consistent with past 
findings is the negative relationship between Percent College Graduates in 1990 and higher 
percentages of these stayers, since college graduates tend to be more mobile than those without 
college degrees.  Once these two factors are accounted for, higher average incomes are 
associated with greater retention of residents. This is somewhat at odds with analyses at the 
community level showing lower income communities have populations less likely to migrate. 
We believe this discrepancy is due in part (but not solely) to the very local geography that we are 
using in this analysis � a point we will return to shortly. 
 
Past research has shown positive associations between the proportions of community stayers and 
proliferation of third places across larger geographic units � counties and cities. We find a 
similar relationship for Pittsburgh neighborhoods. Those neighborhoods with relatively more 
hangouts also retain more of their residents over this time period.  However, this is the only one 
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of our civic or Jacobsian indicators significantly and positively associated with neighborhood 
retention of residents. Contrary to our expectations, Public Places Per Capita dampen 
neighborhood residential retention, over a five-year period.  
 
There are other ways of looking at retention. Column 2 (Change in Five Year Stayers, 1990 to 
2000), indicates the degree to which neighborhoods have increased or decreased their ability to 
retain residents in the 1990s.  Here we find that civic and Jacobsian factors fare better. Net of the 
usual controls (for ownership and income) exerting the most influence, we find that the relative 
availability of neighborhood handouts (Third Places) is positively associated with an increasing 
ability to retain residents in the 1990s.  In other words, neighborhoods with more third places 
tended to exhibit greater improvement in their ability to retain residents over the 1990s than 
those with fewer such places. 
 
One measure directly suggested by Jacobs� approach, and another we believe to be quite 
consistent with it, also are associated with increasing retention of neighborhood citizenry: the 
Index of Long Blocks and Age Mix. Recall that age mix is measured as higher proportions of 
two diverse age groups (both 20 some-things and the 50 and up ages). Neighborhoods having 
this diverse age structure tended to increase their ability to retain people of any age in the last 
decade. The Index of Long Blocks indicates departure from an ideal �walkable� neighborhood 
block. As Jacobs suggests, neighborhoods with larger than average neighborhood blocks tended 
to decrease their ability to retain residents in the 1990s. Net of the effect of walkable blocks, 
however, the number of street corners per 100 people tend to be associated with decreases 
retention rates in the 1990s. 
 
Columns 1 and 2 show that several of the civic and urban diversity indicators discussed by social 
theorists influence residents to remain in these neighborhoods.  However, the proportion of 
neighborhood residents who own homes exerted much stronger influences on these outcomes 
<See Appendix A Table 1 & 2>.  Stable neighborhoods are clearly associated with home 
ownership.  When we focus on these home owners and extend the time horizon of staying from 
five years to ten years, we see some changes in how those indicators seem to operate. 
 
Column 3 shows the direction of significant influences for long-term owners. This variable 
indicates the proportion of owners living in the same house for 10 years or more, relative to the 
housing available in 1990. This indicator can vary from 0 (if all former owners were replaced by 
new ones during the 1990s) to 100% (if none of the 1990 owners left). Neighborhoods with 
higher proportions of home owners tended to hold on to these owners for more than ten years. 
Conversely, neighborhoods with higher proportions of college educated persons are associated 
with lower long-term owner retention � again a finding to be expected. College educated 
individuals tend to be more mobile than those without college edcuations. 
 
Neighborhoods with proportionally more public places and more age diversity tended to hold 
more long-term homeowners than neighborhoods without these characteristics.  Higher 
percentages of long-term owners are retained in neighborhoods with greater street corner density. 
This result is consistent with Jacobs. However, long blocks are associated with higher ownership 
rates, and these ownership rates are dampened by a proliferation of third places. 
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Overall, these results indicate that neighborhood civic conditions and urban diversity 
characteristics do influence both shorter term (at least five year) and longer term (at least ten 
year) residential retention rates.  With three exceptions (housing age mix, land-use diversity and 
places of worship), all these factors influence residential embeddedness over and above the well-
known factors of home ownership, education, age and income.  Not every civic amd diversity 
factor works as suggested  for each of neighborhood rates of five and ten year retention, and for 
retention of home owners. Yet each of the significant Jacobsian and civic factors do increase  
retention for at least one of the groups (short term stayers, long-term stayers or long-term 
owners).   
 
These results suggest that civic and diversity characteristics can help Pittsburgh retain a stable 
and viable citizenry�although as we will suggest below, there are likely to be some tradeoffs 
involved.  A final question remains.  Do the same factors that keep residents also serve to attract 
new residents? 
 
Column 4 indicates that by and large that is what has occurred in the late 1990s.  Neighborhoods 
with greater age diversity, more public places, fewer long �unwalkable� blocks and greater street 
corner density increased the proportion of new migrants more rapidly than neighborhood 
counterparts that had less of this kind of social capital.  Somewhat surprisingly, third places in 
this instance, as with long-term owners, were negatively correlated with attracting new residents.  

 
 

Discussion and Recommendations 
 

Our results suggest quite clearly that in Pittsburgh neighborhoods with higher percentages of 
homeowners have a strong advantage when it comes to retaining residents for five years or more, 
for ten years or more, and for keeping home owners for the long-term.  That they should keep 
residents better is not surprising, given the stake that ownership gives people in their 
communities.  From this point of view, policy makers ought to look closely at any factors that 
might discourage home ownership, as well as what might be done to encourage it more widely. 
 
Yet neighborhood residential stability is negatively correlated with a college educated 
neighborhood population, while in-migration rates are positively associated with this factor.  
That, we believe, is based on the mobility often associated with the types of jobs that require 
advanced education. College educated professionals are sought by companies across the country, 
and neighborhoods with higher percentages resultantly have higher residential turnover. They 
both attract more new residents and loose more residents than other neighborhoods. 
 
As we will have occasion to note again below, this aspect of Pittsburgh neighborhoods provides 
a necessary corrective to recruitment efforts that focus on professionals (particularly young 
professionals), that is to say, just those whose professional skills make it easiest for to move. 
And indeed the requisites of occupational mobility often require this group to remain 
geographically footloose. While Pittsburgh, and other cities, are in ongoing competition for 
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footloose professionals, long-term retention for this group is problematic.  Whether their needs 
and preferences will correspond with those who are already stable cannot be taken for granted. 
 
For example, there is the matter of public places, which are associated with attracting new 
residents and keeping long-term owners, although they did not seem to be related to retention 
generally.  Such amenities may be of greater value to those neighborhoods with the longer term 
residents and lower incomes than to the population at large. Those with greater wealth may have 
wider recreational choices, for example, and find less value in city provided amenities. That 
more such places also characterize neighborhoods that were more successful with recruitment, 
however, suggests that this point should not be overstated.  Our results suggest that policy 
makers can have some confidence that smaller scaled public places of the sort that dominate our 
measure of this variable make a difference in neighborhood dynamics. 
 
The other significant variables have more ambiguous results, with the role that they play 
requiring a more precisely stated context.  Long block neighborhoods, for example, did well at 
longer-term homeowner retention but not as well at improving a neighborhood�s retention rate 
from 1990-2000�perhaps because these kinds of neighborhoods had less room for 
improvement.  Yet shorter blocks seemed to do a better job at attracting new residents in the 
period we studied.  Of course, opportunities to create new streets do not occur every day in any 
case.  But our results suggest that when those opportunities do arise, either in renewal efforts for 
old neighborhoods or in the limited opportunities for new development that exist in Pittsburgh, 
the street style may be a factor that influences the ultimate character of the neighborhood. 
 
This kind of tradeoff occurs the more pointedly�and perhaps in a way more frequently relevant 
to policy choices�in the matter of third places.  Development efforts that center on creation of 
these kinds of establishments are obviously popular at the moment, both for their immediate 
economic impacts and for the kinds of people they are supposed to attract to city life.  Our results 
show that such efforts are justified only up to a point.  In 1995-2000, neighborhoods with more 
third places did generally hold people better, but they did not attract people better.  Since they 
were also negatively correlated with neighborhoods with greater numbers of long-term home 
owners, it may also be that home-ownership strategies will not be conducive to third place 
development.   
 
To speculate for a moment, it may well be that if long-term homeowners want to enjoy third 
places, they do not want to enjoy them in their backyards.  It may be that for the period we 
studied, long-term owners were not attracted by a kind of Jacobsian neighborhood, but by 
something that probably in comparison looks more suburban in terms of larger blocks and less 
commercial activity.  Of course, not all city neighborhoods need be made up of long-term 
owners.  And it should also be noted that the long-term owner neighborhoods may not have short 
blocks, but they are still more rather than less dense according to our measure of intersections.  
Here too we may have a factor that cannot readily be influenced by policy choices.  But when 
trying to understand the relative success or failure of given neighborhoods, it appears to be an 
element of neighborhood character that needs to be taken into account. 
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 The impact of third place development can be overstated, then, but the impact of age diversity 
seems to have been understated.  We found that neighborhoods having more 20-29 year olds in 
1990 were more able to attract people in 1995-2000, which may seem to vindicate the youth 
oriented recruitment strategies that are now in the news. But age mix had a yet more powerful 
influence. This result suggests a potential downside of youth recruitment efforts of a sort that 
Jacobs was quite familiar with, and called the self-destruction of diversity.  If younger 
populations displace those older residents, our results suggest the neighborhood will be less 
attractive to new people and less likely to retain its long-term owners. Owners of all ages will be 
more likely to move away.  In this connection the negative link between long-term ownership 
and the college educated might be noted, because today�s young professional is tomorrow�s 
success story, with all of the mobility choices that wealth and success bring.  In short, 
recruitment and retention efforts for young should not be at the expense of those who are older. 
 
All of our civic and urban measures that make a difference make a difference at the margins.  Of 
course, it is at the margins that ultimately can determine the shape of many decisions, and it is at 
the margins that a good deal of policy is made to have its impact.  If our recommendations seem 
modest even by these standards, it is because we think that modesty is precisely what is called 
for in this connection.  Too much of the discussion about reversing Pittsburgh�s population 
decline is too deterministic, too much directed toward magic bullets.  The wish to find such 
measures is understandable. But even our relatively simplified effort to model neighborhood 
behaviors in terms of one or two outcomes has left us with a strong sense of confirming Jacob�s 
argument that cities are complex wholes, with a host of delicate connections among their various 
parts.  We have only begun to study these interactions here; more needs to be done to examine 
particular neighborhoods and behaviors in those neighborhoods more closely.  To further test 
civic engagement and Jacobisan theories, it will also be necessary to compare Pittsburgh with 
other cities to see if the factors we found influential here are at work in similar ways in other 
places.  In the long-term, retention and attraction efforts, we think, will ultimately depend less on 
finding effective advertising techniques, and more on knowing why neighborhoods succeed or 
fail at the task of drawing residents into viable community structures that can turn the short term 
resident into a long-term citizen. 
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Appendix A�Tables  

 
 

Table 1: Dependent Variable Rankings

Rank
Percent Nonmovers 1995-

2000 Change in 5 Year Stayers
% 10 Yr. or More 

Owners % New Residents 1995-2000
1 New Homestead Central Business Dist. Terrace Village North Shore
2 Overbrook North Oakland Chartiers City Central Oakland
3 Bon Air South Oakland/Bluff New Homestead Friendship
4 Swisshelm Park West Oakland Central Oakland Allegheny Center
5 Lincoln/Lemington/Belmar Squirrel Hill North Arlington North Oakland
6 Stanton Heights Point Breeze North Allegheny Center Shadyside
7 Windgap Oakwood Spring Garden South Oakland/Bluff
8 Chartiers City Overbrook Southside Slopes Squirrel Hill North
9 Ridgemont Bloomfield Homewood West East Allegheny
10 Elliott Regent Square Lower Lawrenceville Central Business Dist.
11 Polish Hill Swisshelm Park Beltzhoover East Liberty
12 Hays Polish Hill Ridgemont Bedford Dwellings
13 Carrick Elliott Middle Hill Strip District
14 Upper Hill East Hills Homewood North Northview Heights
15 Brookline Windgap Overbrook Squirrel Hill South
16 Duquesne Heights Duquesne Heights Banksville West End
17 Mt. Oliver Middle Hill West End Central Northside
18 Homewood North Banksville Duquesne Heights Crawford-Roberts
19 Troy Hill Stanton Heights Hays Southside Flats
20 Summer Hill Bon Air East Hills Fairywood
21 Greenfield Beechview Crawford-Roberts Marshall-Shadeland
22 Beechview Perry North Oakwood East Carnegie
23 East Hills Squirrel Hill South Allentown Allegheny West
24 Southside Slopes Highland Park Lincoln-Lemington-BelmManchester/Chateau
25 Perry North Upper Hill Upper Lawrenceville St. Clair
26 Brighton Heights Lincoln-Lemington-Belmar Bedford Dwellings West Oakland
27 Morningside Greenfield Elliott Highland Park
28 Regent Square Shadyside Summer Hill Bloomfield
29 Sheraden Homewood West Mt.Washington/South ShTerrace Village
30 Glenhazel/Hazelwood East Liberty Garfield Homewood South
31 Middle Hill Central Lawrenceville Central Lawrenceville Lower Lawrenceville
32 Knoxville Point Breeze South Oakland/Bluff Esplen
33 Arlington Homewood North Manchester/Chateau Garfield
34 Westwood Carrick Upper Hill Fineview
35 Spring Hill-City View Mt.Washington/South Shore Morningside Perry South
36 Oakwood Larimer Bloomfield Mt. Oliver Boro
37 Upper Lawrenceville Sheraden Fairywood Point Breeze
38 Beltzhoover Summer Hill Beechview Banksville
39 Homewood West Brighton Heights Homewood South Larimer
40 Allentown Hays Troy Hill Mt.Washington/South Shore
41 Banksville Allegheny West Crafton Heights Point Breeze North
42 Central Lawrenceville Central Northside Lincoln Place Regent Square
43 Point Breeze North Troy Hill Polish Hill Crafton Heights
44 West Oakland Lower Lawrenceville Carrick Oakwood
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Table 1: Dependent Variable Rankings (continued)

Rank
Percent Nonmovers 1995-

2000 Change in 5 Year Stayers
% 10 Yr. or More 

Owners % New Residents 1995-2000
45 California-Kirkbride Ridgemont Larimer Allentown
46 Mt.Washington/South Shore Chartiers City Glenhazel/Hazelwood Lincoln-Lemington-Belmar
47 Point Breeze Glenhazel/Hazelwood Westwood Central Lawrenceville
48 Crafton Heights New Homestead Central Northside Westwood
49 Mt. Oliver Boro Brookline Greenfield Arlington Heights
50 Lower Lawrenceville Perry South Mt. Oliver Mt. Oliver
51 Spring Garden Spring Hill-City View Mt. Oliver Boro Arlington
52 Perry South Morningside Knoxville Brighton Heights
53 Highland Park Knoxville Fineview Duquesne Heights
54 Fineview Strip District West Oakland California-Kirkbride
55 Crawford-Roberts Allentown Brookline Spring Hill-City View
56 Garfield Beltzhoover Southside Flats Knoxville
57 Bloomfield Lincoln Place Allegheny West Beltzhoover
58 Central Business Dist. Garfield Windgap Sheraden
59 Southside Flats Crafton Heights Bon Air Morningside
60 West End Northview Heights California-Kirkbride Spring Garden
61 Allegheny West Southside Slopes Point Breeze North Beechview
62 Larimer Upper Lawrenceville Stanton Heights Troy Hill
63 Esplen Westwood Esplen Perry North
64 Squirrel Hill South Friendship Brighton Heights Upper Lawrenceville
65 East Carnegie Crawford-Roberts Sheraden Greenfield
66 Manchester/Chateau Southside Flats East Allegheny Glenhazel/Hazelwood
67 Strip District California-Kirkbride Squirrel Hill South Southside Slopes
68 Lincoln Place East Allegheny Perry North Brookline
69 Homewood South Mt. Oliver Marshall-Shadeland Homewood West
70 Central Northside Mt. Oliver Boro East Liberty Carrick
71 Squirrel Hill North West End Spring Hill-City View Upper Hill
72 Marshall-Shadeland Manchester/Chateau Point Breeze Middle Hill
73 St. Clair Arlington Squirrel Hill North Summer Hill
74 East Liberty Marshall-Shadeland Perry South Homewood North
75 East Allegheny Central Oakland North Oakland Polish Hill
76 South Oakland/Bluff Homewood South St. Clair East Hills
77 Northview Heights Esplen Highland Park Chartiers City
78 Bedford Dwellings Allegheny Center Swisshelm Park Elliott
79 Terrace Village Fineview East Carnegie Stanton Heights
80 Shadyside Spring Garden North Shore Hays
81 North Oakland Bedford Dwellings Regent Square Windgap
82 Friendship East Carnegie Shadyside Lincoln Place
83 Fairywood St. Clair Arlington Heights Ridgemont
84 Allegheny Center Terrace Village Friendship Swisshelm Park
85 Arlington Heights Fairywood Northview Heights Bon Air
86 Central Oakland Arlington Heights Strip District New Homestead
87 North Shore North Shore Central Business Dist.Overbrook
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Table 2: Socio-Economic Status Variable Rankings

Rank

% 
Homeowners, 

1990
% College 
Graduates

Average Family 
Income

% Hypermobiles 
1990

Percent 50 & 
Over

1 Bon Air Squirrel Hill North Central Business Dist.Central Oakland North Shore

2 Swisshelm Park Shadyside Squirrel Hill North North Oakland Central Lawrenceville

3 Stanton Heights Point Breeze Point Breeze South Oakland/Bluff Southside Flats

4 Summer Hill Regent Square Shadyside Shadyside East Allegheny

5
Lincoln-Lemington-

Belmar North Oakland North Shore Friendship Oakwood

6 Windgap Squirrel Hill South Squirrel Hill South Central Business Dist Crawford-Roberts

7 Ridgemont Allegheny West North Oakland Allegheny West Middle Hill

8 New Homestead North Shore Allegheny West Squirrel Hill North Swisshelm Park

9 Regent Square Highland Park Regent Square Bloomfield Windgap

10 Chartiers City Central Oakland Ridgemont Banksville Upper Hill

11 Westwood Friendship Banksville Arlington Heights Chartiers City

12 Overbrook Point Breeze North Duquesne Heights West Oakland Summer Hill

13 Arlington Strip District Highland Park Allegheny Center East Carnegie

14 Mt. Oliver Allegheny Center Swisshelm Park Marshall-Shadeland Polish Hill

15 Brookline Swisshelm Park Stanton Heights

Mt.Washington/South 

Shore Troy Hill

16 Greenfield Banksville New Homestead Fairywood Larimer

17 Southside Slopes Stanton Heights Lincoln Place East Liberty Brighton Heights

18 Troy Hill Greenfield Greenfield St. Clair Stanton Heights

19 Point Breeze Duquesne Heights Point Breeze North Terrace Village

Lincoln-Lemington-

Belmar

20 East Carnegie Bloomfield Perry North Central Northside Bon Air

21 Upper Hill Morningside Brighton Heights Southside Flats Beltzhoover

22 Duquesne Heights Southside Flats

Mt.Washington/South 

Shore Strip District Ridgemont

23 Brighton Heights

Mt.Washington/South 

Shore Brookline West End Glenhazel/Hazelwood

24 Morningside South Oakland/Bluff Westwood Squirrel Hill South Westwood

25 Perry North Central Northside Overbrook Westwood Southside Slopes

26 Hays West Oakland Homewood West Fineview Lower Lawrenceville

27 Elliott Central Business Dist.Oakwood Point Breeze North Greenfield

28 Beltzhoover Oakwood Summer Hill Polish Hill Carrick

29 Upper Lawrenceville Westwood Upper Hill Lincoln Place Lincoln Place

30 Crafton Heights Brighton Heights Morningside Lower Lawrenceville Spring Hill-City View

31
Mt.Washington/South 

Shore Perry North Beechview Manchester/Chateau Brookline

32 Spring Hill-City VieUpper Hill Carrick Northview Heights Hays

33 Polish Hill Summer Hill Arlington Crafton Heights Homewood West

34 Sheraden East Liberty Bon Air Beechview Upper Lawrenceville

35 Banksville Brookline Perry South Morningside Homewood North

36 Knoxville Manchester/Chateau Southside Flats Mt. Oliver Boro New Homestead

37 Esplen Lower Lawrenceville Elliott Greenfield Squirrel Hill South

38 Allentown Southside Slopes Windgap Highland Park Duquesne Heights

39 Spring Garden East Allegheny Sheraden Perry North Morningside

40 Mt. Oliver Boro Beechview Esplen Sheraden Bloomfield

41 Central LawrencevillRidgemont Beltzhoover California-Kirkbride Homewood South

42 Oakwood East Carnegie Crafton Heights Duquesne Heights West End

43 Glenhazel/Hazelwood Windgap Hays Upper Lawrenceville Banksville

44 Southside Flats Crafton Heights Allentown Garfield Arlington

45 Perry South Polish Hill Bloomfield Southside Slopes

Mt.Washington/South 

Shore

46 Highland Park New Homestead Southside Slopes Hays Beechview
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Table 2: Socio-Economic Status Variable Rankings (Cont.)

Rank

% 
Homeowners, 

1990

% College 

Graduates

Average Family 

Income

% Hypermobiles 

1990

Percent 50 & 

Over
47 Homewood North Central Lawrenceville Troy Hill Brookline Overbrook

48 Lower Lawrenceville Bon Air Mt. Oliver Boro Allentown East Liberty

49 Lincoln Place Sheraden West End East Carnegie Mt. Oliver Boro

50 Middle Hill Perry South Friendship Perry South Perry North

51 Squirrel Hill South Beltzhoover Spring Garden Bon Air Regent Square

52 Homewood West Glenhazel/Hazelwood Knoxville Knoxville Spring Garden

53 Fineview Crawford-Roberts Central Lawrenceville Esplen Esplen

54 Squirrel Hill North Allentown Upper Lawrenceville Carrick Knoxville

55 Bloomfield

Lincoln-Lemington-

Belmar Chartiers City Mt. Oliver Central Northside

56 West End California-Kirkbride East Allegheny Troy Hill Elliott

57 Carrick Overbrook Manchester/Chateau Spring Hill-City View Allentown

58 East Hills East Hills East Carnegie Elliott Highland Park

59 California-KirkbrideCarrick

Lincoln-Lemington-

Belmar Arlington East Hills

60 Central Northside Middle Hill Central Oakland East Allegheny Perry South

61 Beechview Garfield Marshall-Shadeland Bedford Dwellings Sheraden

62 Marshall-Shadeland Troy Hill Lower Lawrenceville Overbrook Central Business Dist

63 Point Breeze North Spring Hill-City View Mt. Oliver Homewood West Strip District

64 Shadyside Upper Lawrenceville South Oakland/Bluff Ridgemont Shadyside

65 Garfield Homewood West Spring Hill-City View Summer Hill Point Breeze

66 East Allegheny Lincoln Place Crawford-Roberts Regent Square Crafton Heights

67 Manchester/Chateau Larimer Central Northside Homewood North West Oakland

68 Homewood South Homewood North California-Kirkbride Oakwood Manchester/Chateau

69 Larimer Knoxville Glenhazel/Hazelwood Chartiers City Mt. Oliver

70 South Oakland/Bluff Mt. Oliver Boro East Liberty Larimer Allegheny Center

71 West Oakland Fairywood East Hills

Lincoln-Lemington-

Belmar Bedford Dwellings

72 Crawford-Roberts Arlington Middle Hill Spring Garden Garfield

73 Strip District Chartiers City Polish Hill East Hills Fineview

74 Allegheny West Hays West Oakland Glenhazel/Hazelwood California-Kirkbride

75 East Liberty Elliott Strip District Homewood South Friendship

76 Central Oakland Homewood South Garfield Beltzhoover Marshall-Shadeland

77 North Oakland Marshall-Shadeland Homewood North Windgap Point Breeze North

78 North Shore Fineview Fineview Central Lawrenceville Squirrel Hill North

79 Friendship Terrace Village Allegheny Center Point Breeze Terrace Village

80 Central Business DisSt. Clair Homewood South New Homestead Allegheny West

81 Fairywood Northview Heights Larimer Upper Hill North Oakland

82 Bedford Dwellings Bedford Dwellings St. Clair Brighton Heights South Oakland/Bluff

83 St. Clair West End Fairywood Middle Hill Northview Heights

84 Allegheny Center Esplen Arlington Heights Crawford-Roberts Central Oakland

85 Northview Heights Spring Garden Terrace Village Swisshelm Park Fairywood

86 Terrace Village Mt. Oliver Northview Heights Stanton Heights St. Clair

87 Arlington Heights Arlington Heights Bedford Dwellings North Shore Arlington Heights
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Table 3: Civic Variable Rankings

Rank Age Mix
Public Places Per 

100 People
Third Places Per 

100 People
Places of Worship Per 

100 People
1 Shadyside Strip District Strip District Middle Hill

2 Central Business Dist. West End Central Business Dist. Strip District

3 North Oakland North Shore Ridgemont Chartiers City

4 Central Oakland Allegheny Center West End Homewood South

5 Bloomfield Crawford-Roberts North Shore Allegheny Center

6 Southside Flats Mt. Oliver Oakwood Mt. Oliver Boro

7 Friendship Polish Hill Allegheny West Bedford Dwellings

8 Banksville Central Business Dist. Hays Central Northside

9 South Oakland/Bluff Swisshelm Park Regent Square Upper Hill

10 Polish Hill Spring Garden Southside Flats West End

11
g /

Shore East Carnegie Overbrook Manchester/Chateau

12 West Oakland Bon Air Central Oakland Larimer

13 East Liberty Troy Hill East Allegheny Central Business Dist.

14 Allegheny West Manchester/Chateau Middle Hill East Allegheny

15 East Allegheny Regent Square Beechview Southside Flats

16 Westwood Homewood West Bloomfield Lincoln-Lemington-Belmar

17 Squirrel Hill North New Homestead Elliott Perry North

18 Allegheny Center East Liberty North Oakland Esplen

19 Lower Lawrenceville Southside Slopes Carrick East Carnegie

20 East Carnegie Bedford Dwellings Homewood South Glenhazel/Hazelwood

21 Squirrel Hill South Glenhazel/Hazelwood Westwood Allegheny West

22 Lincoln Place Hays Central Northside Homewood West

23 Central Lawrenceville Fairywood East Hills Bloomfield

24 West End Point Breeze California-Kirkbride Lower Lawrenceville

25 Oakwood Esplen Allegheny Center Perry South

26 Greenfield Fineview Shadyside Greenfield

27 Southside Slopes Allegheny West East Liberty Carrick

28 Morningside Chartiers City Squirrel Hill South Beltzhoover

29 Troy Hill Point Breeze North Esplen Spring Hill-City View

30 Central Northside Southside Flats Troy Hill Crawford-Roberts

31 Bon Air Westwood Central Lawrenceville Shadyside

32 Summer Hill Larimer Mt.Washington/South Shore Troy Hill

33 Upper Lawrenceville Upper Lawrenceville Manchester/Chateau Garfield

34 Beechview Elliott South Oakland/Bluff Upper Lawrenceville

35 Hays Upper Hill Point Breeze California-Kirkbride

36 Chartiers City West Oakland Upper Lawrenceville Southside Slopes

37 Duquesne Heights Middle Hill Windgap North Oakland

38 Brookline Overbrook Friendship Allentown

39 Windgap Lower Lawrenceville Knoxville Knoxville

40 Larimer Windgap West Oakland Brighton Heights

41 Carrick Sheraden Brookline East Liberty

42 Mt. Oliver Boro Morningside Bon Air Homewood North

43 Upper Hill St. Clair Greenfield Mt.Washington/South Shore

44 Strip District Central Northside Spring Garden Central Lawrenceville

45 Ridgemont Lincoln-Lemington-Belmar Garfield Duquesne Heights

46 Perry North South Oakland/Bluff Lower Lawrenceville South Oakland/Bluff
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Table 3: Civic Variable Rankings (continued)

Rank Age Mix
Public Places Per 

100 People
Third Places Per 

100 People
Places of Worship Per 

100 People
47 Spring Hill-City View Beltzhoover Crafton Heights Overbrook

48 Marshall-Shadeland Arlington Heights Banksville Point Breeze

49 Lincoln-Lemington-Belmar Central Oakland Brighton Heights Spring Garden

50 Homewood West Spring Hill-City View Crawford-Roberts Squirrel Hill South

51 Glenhazel/Hazelwood Homewood North Mt. Oliver Brookline

52 Highland Park Beechview Fairywood Beechview

53 Brighton Heights Terrace Village Lincoln-Lemington-Belmar Elliott

54 Beltzhoover Crafton Heights Allentown Marshall-Shadeland

55 Arlington Garfield Duquesne Heights Fineview

56 Crafton Heights Arlington Arlington Friendship

57 Crawford-Roberts Homewood South Polish Hill Arlington

58 Homewood North California-Kirkbride Perry North West Oakland

59 Middle Hill Oakwood Point Breeze North Sheraden

60 Sheraden Northview Heights Homewood North Point Breeze North

61 Esplen Mt.Washington/South Shore Larimer Central Oakland

62 Knoxville Duquesne Heights Highland Park Northview Heights

63 Manchester/Chateau Carrick Squirrel Hill North Lincoln Place

64 Overbrook Brighton Heights Sheraden Morningside

65 Allentown Highland Park Marshall-Shadeland Squirrel Hill North

66 Swisshelm Park East Allegheny Morningside Terrace Village

67 Fineview Perry North Mt. Oliver Boro East Hills

68 Perry South Marshall-Shadeland Perry South Crafton Heights

69 New Homestead East Hills Homewood West Banksville

70 Homewood South Greenfield Southside Slopes Stanton Heights

71 Elliott Perry South Glenhazel/Hazelwood Highland Park

72 Regent Square Central Lawrenceville Beltzhoover Ridgemont

73 Terrace Village Squirrel Hill South Fineview North Shore

74 Spring Garden Brookline Lincoln Place Oakwood

75 Garfield Bloomfield Spring Hill-City View Hays

76 California-Kirkbride North Oakland Stanton Heights Regent Square

77 Stanton Heights Banksville Swisshelm Park Westwood

78 Mt. Oliver Shadyside East Carnegie Windgap

79 Point Breeze North Squirrel Hill North New Homestead Bon Air

80 East Hills Lincoln Place Bedford Dwellings Mt. Oliver

81 Bedford Dwellings Allentown Chartiers City Fairywood

82 Point Breeze Knoxville Upper Hill Polish Hill

83 North Shore Stanton Heights St. Clair Swisshelm Park

84 Northview Heights Friendship Arlington Heights New Homestead

85 Fairywood Summer Hill Terrace Village St. Clair

86 St. Clair Mt. Oliver Boro Northview Heights Arlington Heights

87 Arlington Heights Ridgemont Summer Hill Summer Hill
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Rank
% Pre-1939 

Buildings

Index of 
Walkable 

Blocks

Street Corner 
Density, By 

Area

Street Corner 
Density, Per 
100 People

Land Use 
Diversity

1 Esplen Central Northside Central Northside Strip District South Oakland/Bluff
2 Southside Slopes Allentown Middle Hill North Shore Southside Flats
3 Upper Lawrenceville East Allegheny Knoxville Esplen Manchester/Chateau
4 Knoxville Homewood South Beltzhoover New Homestead Central 
5 Southside Flats Central Business East Allegheny West End Upper Lawrenceville
6 West End Esplen Mt. Oliver Boro East Carnegie Larimer
7 Mt. Oliver Upper Lawrenceville Homewood South Hays Homewood West
8 Allegheny West Beltzhoover Allentown Chartiers City Troy Hill
9 Regent Square Knoxville Chartiers City Elliott Marshall-Shadeland
10 Central Northside North Shore Bloomfield Bon Air Point Breeze North
11 Beltzhoover Central Oakland Larimer Beltzhoover Glenhazel/Hazelwoo
12 Central Lawrenceville Crawford-Roberts Fineview Middle Hill California-Kirkbride
13 Allentown Lower Lawrenceville Homewood West California-Kirkbride East Carnegie
14 Troy Hill Larimer Sheraden Arlington Hays
15 Arlington Bloomfield East Liberty Homewood West Polish Hill
16 Point Breeze California-Kirkbride Crawford-Roberts Summer Hill West End
17 Bloomfield Strip District Elliott Mt. Oliver Lower Lawrenceville
18 Morningside East Liberty Garfield Ridgemont North Shore

19 Mt. Oliver Boro Allegheny West Mt. Oliver Lincoln-Lemington-
Belmar Allegheny West

20 East Carnegie Middle Hill Southside Slopes Manchester/Chateau East Liberty
21 California-Kirkbride Regent Square Central Business Lower Lawrenceville Allegheny Center
22 Marshall-Shadeland Friendship Lower Lawrenceville Spring Hill-City North Oakland
23 Elliott Mt. Oliver Boro Central Oakland Fineview Arlington

24 Spring Garden Homewood West California-Kirkbride Larimer Mt.Washington/ 
South Shore

25 Hays Garfield Greenfield Windgap Bloomfield
26 Highland Park Southside Flats Homewood North Sheraden Bon Air

27 Mt.Washington/South 
Shore Shadyside Morningside Glenhazel/ 

Hazelwood Homewood South

28 Perry North Mt. Oliver Shadyside Overbrook Central Northside
29 Homewood West Greenfield Friendship Central Northside Central Oakland
30 Polish Hill Morningside Carrick Central Business Spring Garden
31 Carrick Elliott Arlington Westwood Central Business 
32 South Oakland/Bluff West End Spring Hill-City Spring Garden Esplen
33 Glenhazel/Hazelwood Southside Slopes Esplen Southside Slopes Elliott
34 East Allegheny Central Lawrenceville Brighton Heights Polish Hill Fairywood
35 Strip District West Oakland Stanton Heights Homewood South Fineview
36 Brighton Heights Carrick Polish Hill Allegheny West Windgap

37 Friendship Manchester/Chateau Mt.Washington/ 
South Shore Troy Hill Southside Slopes

38 Homewood North Sheraden Upper Lawrenceville Regent Square Swisshelm Park
39 Lower Lawrenceville Arlington Southside Flats Carrick Friendship

40 Sheraden Mt.Washington/South 
Shore Overbrook Crafton Heights East Allegheny

41 Upper Hill Bon Air West End Southside Flats Overbrook
42 Squirrel Hill North Homewood North Regent Square Duquesne Heights Westwood
43 Greenfield South Oakland/Bluff Spring Garden East Allegheny Sheraden
44 Arlington Heights Duquesne Heights Troy Hill Stanton Heights Morningside

Table 4: Jacobsian Variable Rankings
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Rank
% Pre-1939 

Buildings

Index of 
Walkable 

Blocks

Street Corner 
Density, By 

Area

Street Corner 
Density, Per 
100 People

Land Use 
Diversity

45 Spring Hill-City View East Hills Brookline Swisshelm Park Duquesne Heights
46 Garfield Highland Park Crafton Heights Mt. Oliver Boro East Hills
47 Manchester/Chateau Allegheny Center Perry South Perry South West Oakland
48 Fineview Brighton Heights East Hills Lincoln Place Oakwood
49 Squirrel Hill South Point Breeze North South Oakland/Bluff Allentown Middle Hill
50 Beechview North Oakland North Shore Brighton Heights Banksville
51 Duquesne Heights Overbrook Lincoln Place Perry North Crawford-Roberts

52 Point Breeze North Brookline Manchester/Chateau Crawford-Roberts Lincoln-Lemington-
Belmar

53 Perry South Point Breeze Strip District Central Spring Hill-City 
54 Homewood South Perry South Westwood Oakwood Beltzhoover
55 Overbrook East Carnegie Bon Air Upper Lawrenceville Carrick
56 Lincoln-Lemington- Lincoln Place Allegheny West Brookline Mt. Oliver Boro

57 Larimer Spring Garden Upper Hill Mt.Washington/ 
South Shore Allentown

58 Shadyside Upper Hill Central Point Breeze Brighton Heights
59 Central Oakland Lincoln-Lemington- Point Breeze Knoxville Beechview
60 Crafton Heights Summer Hill Windgap East Hills Greenfield
61 West Oakland Glenhazel/Hazelwood West Oakland Morningside Shadyside
62 North Oakland Polish Hill Duquesne Heights Greenfield Northview Heights
63 Fairywood Windgap Beechview Bloomfield Brookline
64 Brookline Troy Hill Marshall-Shadeland Allegheny Center Stanton Heights
65 Bedford Dwellings Stanton Heights Squirrel Hill North South Oakland/Bluff Squirrel Hill South
66 Chartiers City Chartiers City Highland Park Beechview Crafton Heights
67 Swisshelm Park Squirrel Hill North Point Breeze North Highland Park Strip District
68 Middle Hill Westwood Glenhazel/Hazelwoo East Liberty Garfield
69 Bon Air Fineview North Oakland Garfield Bedford Dwellings
70 East Liberty Beechview Summer Hill Banksville Chartiers City
71 Central Business Crafton Heights Oakwood Homewood North Upper Hill
72 Oakwood Marshall-Shadeland Terrace Village Marshall-Shadeland Perry South
73 Lincoln Place Swisshelm Park New Homestead Upper Hill Summer Hill

74 Westwood Squirrel Hill South Lincoln-Lemington-
Belmar Fairywood Knoxville

75 Summer Hill Spring Hill-City View Bedford Dwellings Point Breeze North St. Clair
76 Stanton Heights Perry North Perry North Shadyside Lincoln Place
77 New Homestead Northview Heights Allegheny Center West Oakland Homewood North
78 Terrace Village Bedford Dwellings East Carnegie Squirrel Hill North Perry North
79 Windgap St. Clair Banksville Central Oakland Arlington Heights
80 Ridgemont Terrace Village Swisshelm Park Squirrel Hill South Highland Park
81 Crawford-Roberts Hays Squirrel Hill South Friendship Point Breeze
82 East Hills Banksville Ridgemont St. Clair Mt. Oliver
83 St. Clair Oakwood St. Clair Terrace Village Regent Square
84 Northview Heights Ridgemont Northview Heights Bedford Dwellings Squirrel Hill North
85 Banksville Arlington Heights Fairywood North Oakland Terrace Village
86 North Shore Fairywood Arlington Heights Northview Heights New Homestead
87 Allegheny Center New Homestead Hays Arlington Heights Ridgemont

Table 4: Jacobsian Variable Rankings (continued)
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Rank
Significant and            

Dependent Variables Civic and Jacobsian Index
1 West End West End
2 Central Business District Southside Flats
3 Polish Hill Troy Hill
4 Hays Allegheny West
5 Chartiers City Central Northside
6 Middle Hill Strip District
7 Oakwood Central Business District
8 Overbrook Homewood West
9 Elliott Polish Hill

10 Troy Hill Manchester/Chateau
11 Lower Lawrenceville Hays
12 Bon Air Esplen
13 Westwood Lower Lawrenceville
14 South Oakland/Bluff East Allegheny
15 Lincoln-Lemington-Belmar Middle Hill
16 Bloomfield Bloomfield
17 Homewood West East Carnegie
18 Southside Slopes Southside Slopes
19 New Homestead Larimer
20 Windgap Elliott
21 Ridgemont Upper Lawrenceville
22 Southside Flats East Liberty
23 Central Northside Spring Garden
24 Beechview Glenhazel/Hazelwood
25 Allegheny West Chartiers City
26 Strip District Mt.Washington/South Shore
27 East Liberty Allegheny Center
28 Mt.Washington/South Shore California-Kirkbride
29 Allegheny Center Homewood South
30 Banksville Central Lawrenceville
31 Regent Square Fineview
32 Duquesne Heights South Oakland/Bluff
33 Carrick Carrick
34 West Oakland Westwood
35 Central Oakland Overbrook
36 Crawford-Roberts Beltzhoover
37 Mt. Oliver Bon Air
38 Arlington Spring Hill-City View
39 Larimer Arlington
40 Manchester/Chateau Central Oakland
41 Beltzhoover Mt. Oliver Boro
42 Spring Garden Lincoln-Lemington-Belmar
43 Fineview North Shore

44 Central Lawrenceville Shadyside

Table 5: Summary Rankings
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Rank
Significant and            

Dependent Variables Civic and Jacobsian Index
45 Sheraden Sheraden
46 East Allegheny Greenfield
47 Greenfield Oakwood
48 Spring Hill-City View Friendship
49 Crafton Heights Beechview
50 Homewood North Crawford-Roberts
51 North Oakland North Oakland
52 Glenhazel/Hazelwood Morningside
53 Morningside Regent Square
54 East Hills Windgap
55 Upper Lawrenceville Mt. Oliver
56 Upper Hill Brighton Heights
57 Shadyside Upper Hill
58 Squirrel Hill South Duquesne Heights
59 Esplen Perry North
60 Brighton Heights Marshall-Shadeland
61 Summer Hill Point Breeze
62 Swisshelm Park Knoxville
63 North Shore Crafton Heights
64 Brookline Squirrel Hill South
65 East Carnegie West Oakland
66 Squirrel Hill North Allentown
67 Point Breeze Point Breeze North
68 Homewood South Brookline
69 Perry North Homewood North
70 California-Kirkbride Garfield
71 Point Breeze North Swisshelm Park
72 Garfield Perry South
73 Stanton Heights Ridgemont
74 Allentown Fairywood
75 Knoxville Bedford Dwellings
76 Mt. Oliver Boro New Homestead
77 Highland Park Banksville
78 Friendship Lincoln Place
79 Fairywood East Hills
80 Perry South Highland Park
81 Bedford Dwellings Squirrel Hill North
82 Lincoln Place Summer Hill
83 Terrace Village Stanton Heights
84 Marshall-Shadeland Arlington Heights
85 St. Clair Terrace Village
86 Northview Heights Northview Heights
87 Arlington Heights St. Clair

Table 5: Summary Rankings (continued)
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TABLE 6:  Influence of Neighborhood Characteristics In Retaining and Attracting 
Residents 
 

Neighborhood 
Characteristics 

Influence On:
 
 
Characteristics: 

 (1) 
% 

Nonmovers 
1995 to 2000 

(Stayers) 
 

 (2) 
Change in 
Five Year 
Stayers, 
1990 to 

2000 

(3) 
% Neighborhood  

Homes With Long 
Term Owners  
(10+ Years) 

(4) 
% New Residents 

Moving in Between 
1995 and 2000 

Percent Home 
Owners in 1990 

 +  + + - 
Percent College 

Graduates in 1990 
 - 

  - + 
Per Capita Family 

Income
 + 

 +   

Percent Aged 20 to 
29 in 1990 

 - 
   + 

Age Mix (Index of 
20-29  to 50+)

   + + + 
Public Places Per 

100 People
 - 

  + + 
Third Places per 

100 People in  1997
 + 

 + - - 
Places of Worship 

Per 100 People
      

% Pre-1939 
Buildings

     
 

 

Index of Walkable 
Blocks

   + - + 
Street Corner 

Density
1=Physical Density

2= Per 100 
Persons

   -2 +1 

 

+2 

Land-Use Diversity 
Index
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Appendix B�Maps 
 
Appendix B�Maps 
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